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The BCEC’s core mission is to deliver high quality, 
accessible research that enhances our understanding 
of key economic and social issues that contribute to 
the wellbeing of West Australian families, businesses 
and communities.

The Centre’s research and engagement activities are 
designed to influence economic and social policy 
debates in state and Federal Parliament, regional 
and national media, and the wider Australian 
community. 

By bringing together experts from the research, 
policy and business communities at all stages of the 
process, BCEC’s research is relevant, fit for purpose, 
and makes a genuine difference to the lives of 
Australians, both in WA and nationally.

Collaboration, Impact + Engagement 

BCEC Report Series Research Themes
• WA Economy

• Housing Pathways and 
Affordability

• Participation and 
Employment

• Income and Wealth

• Tax and Welfare

• Indigenous Wellbeing

• Policy Evaluation

• Gender and Diversity

• Education and Skills

• Productivity and Innovation

• Health, Wellbeing and 
Disadvantage

• Population, Ageing and 
Retirement

Focus on Western Australia
This series presents a West Australia 
centric approach at analysing global 
events and domestic policy issues.  
First release 2014. 

Focus on the States 
This series presents a critical 
comparison of topical issues between 
the states and territories of Australia.  
First release 2014.

Focus on Industry 
This series examines trends in 
important industries and sectors within 
the context of the West Australian 
economy.  
First release 2016.

BCEC | WGEA Gender Equity Insights
This series adds to the evidence base 
around gender pay gaps and other 
gender equity indicators through 
expert analyses and research based on 
WGEA organisational reporting data.  
First release 2016.
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BCEC Principal Research Fellow Associate Professor Rebecca Cassells answers an audience question at a BCEC launch event, 
alongside BCEC Director Professor Alan Duncan and WGEA Executive Manager Engagement Ms Jackie Woods.




